WARRANTY INFORMATION
**WARRANTY PERIOD is from date of purchase. Proof of purchase required. These are guidelines
only. In some cases a subjective decision may be used to conclude the outcome.
ITEM GROUP

**WARRANTY
PERIOD

COVERS:

SDG & SDGG

30 Days

Defects. E.g. hole in dumbbell, sharp
edges

paint peeling, rust, loose heads if dropped

SDN & SDNB

30 Days

Impurities in coating such as bubbles

Rips and tears, broken core as a result of
drooping.

SDC & SDCG

30 Days

Peeling (if not a result of abuse)

SDR

Limited Life

RP & RPG

30 Days

OP & OPG

30 Days

REG. SETS

30 Days

OLY. SETS

30 Days

MACHINE PLATES
& WEIGHT STACKS

30 Days

HANDLES
(SDA, SDH)

30 Days

REG. BARS

30 Days

DOES NOT COVER:

Dents or dings as a result of use.

Warranty is void if signs of abuse are
Everything is covered unless evidence of
present. IE bent handles wear deemed
abuse. E.g. cuts or bent handles.
excess or as a result of misuse.
Paint peeling, rust, cracks and signs of
Defects such as hole filler in plate
abuse.
Paint peeling, rust, cracks and signs of
Defects such as hole filler in plate
abuse.
Plates (same as OP/RP) Bars (same as Using excessive weight on bar or other
RB)
signs of abuse.
Plates (same as OP/RP) Bars (same as Using excessive weight on bar or other
RB)
signs of abuse.
Using other mfg's components for
Same as RP, OP and SDG. Stacks not
assembly. IE selector shafts, top plates and
lining up properly.
keys.
Bubbled or Peeling chrome. Oversized
Bent as a result of excessive weight or
ends. Rust if from original opening of
other signs of abuse.
SDAB box
Bubbled or Peeling chrome. Oversized
Bent as a result of excessive weight or
ends. Rust if from original opening of
other signs of abuse.
RBB box

OLY. BARS

30 Days

Bubbled or Peeling chrome. Oversized Bent as a result of excessive weight or
ends. Rust if from original opening of other signs of abuse. Exception: OB-86PB,
OBB box
PE limited life barring signs of abuse.

COLLARS

30 Days

CAP collars: 30 days Others: subject to American Collars by Mfg. Warranty.
Mfg's warranty coverage
Consumer to contact supplier directly

FM & FMG

2 Yr. Frame

RK

30 Days

SM-

Limited Life

As outlined in Phys-X warranty guide

HH-

30 Days

Defects in rubber, plastics.

PROSTYLES

Limited 90 Days

MA & MAT

30 Days

MB, MBG & MBT

30 Days

Covers welds, tubing unless signs of
abuse are present such as excessive
weight being used.
Covers welds, tubing unless signs of
abuse are present such as excessive
weight being used.

Pads, rollers, bolts, nuts. Unless missing or
damaged in original box.
Bolts, nuts and rubber pieces. Unless
missing or damaged in original box.

Damaged caused by misuse

Please read warranty information at bottom of page.
Defects in rubber or plastic such as
Warranty voided if signs of abuse or misuse
bubbles. Leather goods to be covered by
are present.
US mfg
Bubbled or Peeling chrome. Frozen
swivels. Rust if from original opening of Signs of abuse. Dropping, rust, etc.
MBB box
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WARRANTY INFORMATION
**WARRANTY PERIOD is from date of purchase. Proof of purchase required. These are guidelines
only. In some cases a subjective decision may be used to conclude the outcome.

PROSTYLE WARRANTY: (INTERNAL INFORMATION)
Prostyles with RP & RPG = No warranty on assembly or parts.
Prostyles with RM & RMG = Limited lifetime applies to all components. Plates, Handles, Caps and Assembling. Excluded are
spinning plates (if bolt is still tight). Chipped paint or scratches, unless damaged during shipping. Bent handles are not covered
as this is a high indicator of dropping or other abuse. Cracked plates or handles are not covered as this is another indication of
abuse.

CAP will not be held responsible for transportation or labor costs associated with returning merchandise. All goods must be
shipped prepaid to a CAP facility for inspection. Any collect or 3rd party shipments will be refused. CAP is not responsible for
any damages that may occur during the products transportation to or from our facilities. Upon inspection if the product(s) are
deemed defective, CAP reserves the right to repair or replace those goods at our discretion. Any repaired or replaced
merchandise will be shipped prepaid by a CAP approved carrier. In the event that the goods are not defective; the customer will
be fully responsible for the pickup of the product from our DC at the customer's expense. The customer must assign and
prepay the carrier. Any returns not picked up within 30 days of their receipt at a CAP facility may be destroyed or assesed a
storage fee of up $50 per day.
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